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Harmonics are one of the important factors in determining the energy quality in power systems. Hence, eliminating or damping undesired harmonics is
crucial in electrical power systems. Due to their low costs, Passive Power Filters (PPF) are widely used in industrial power systems to limit harmonics’
undesired affects. In this study, a new approach to design a PPF for power systems using heuristic Gravitational Search Algorithms (GSA) is proposed.
Traditional Try and Error (TAE) method is, first, utilized to eliminate harmonics in our model power system. Then, GSA is adopted to minimize the
effective current value of Point of Common Coupling (PCC) in the same model system. Our results yield that our proposed method with GSA eliminates
the harmonics effectively.
Keywords: GSA; Passive Power Filters; power systems harmonics

Pristup projektiranju pasivnih energetskih filtara za industrijske energetske sustave primjenom algoritama za istraživanje
gravitacije
Izvorni znanstveni članak
Harmonike su jedan od najvažnijih čimbenika pri određivanju kvalitete energije u energetskim sustavima. Stoga je odstranjivanje ili prigušivanje
nepoželjnih harmonika od bitne važnosti u elektroenergetskim sustavima. Zahvaljujući niskoj cijeni, pasivni energetski filtri - Passive Power Filters (PPF)
uvelike se koriste u industrijskim energetskim sustavima u svrhu ograničenja neželjenih učinaka harmonika. U ovom se radu predlaže novi pristup
projektiranju PPF-a za energetske sustave koji primjenjuju heurističke algoritme za istraživanje gravitacije - Gravitational Search Algorithms (GSA).
Najprije se, u svrhu eliminiranja harmonika u našem modelu energetskog sustava, primijenila tradicionalna metoda pokušaja i greške - Try and Error
(TAE) method. Zatim su se primijenili GSA da bi se smanjila efektivna vrijednost struje u Point of Common Coupling (PCC) u sustavu istog modela.
Rezultati pokazuju da naša predložena metoda s GSA učinkovito odstranjuje harmonike.
Ključne riječi: GSA; harmonike energetskog sustava; pasivni energetski filtri
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Introduction

Today, power quality is important for consumers as
well as electrical energy producers. Increasing use of
nonlinear loads in electrical power systems has started to
create serious harmonic problems in transmission and
distribution system. This situation negatively affects the
quality of the energy distributed to the customers. At the
same time, the harmonic problems reduce the energy
quality and affect the power systems in unwanted ways
[1, 2]. The harmonic currents produced by these loads
create harmonic voltages in the system. The harmonic
voltages in turn increase the harmonic currents over the
linear and nonlinear loads [1, 2, 3].
There are two solutions to limit the harmonic
problems and improve power quality. The first method is
the Load Analysis Method. The second is the line analysis
method which utilizes active and passive power filters
[3, 4, 5]. Due to their economical costs, PPFs are widely
used in the industry as a solution to power quality
problems [6, 7].
Heuristic methods are gaining momentum in filter
design and harmonic elimination studies done in recent
years. In filter design, by using Particle Swarm
Optimization, minimization of harmonic currents and
voltages has been achieved [8]. Similarly, Chou et al [9]
have proposed an optimal design for various types of
high-voltage, large harmonic power filters by using
Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithms. In another study,
by using knowledge-based chaotic evolutionary
algorithms, a PPF was designed for a three-phase fullwave rectifier [10]. Berizzi et al have aimed to solve the
dimension and placement problems of PPFs in power
Tehnički vjesnik 22, 2(2015), 343-349

systems using genetic and micro genetic algorithms [11].
In a similar study, passive filters were designed based on
genetic algorithms, and by using its source current rms
value as the objective function, the minimization process
was achieved [12]. Dehini et al. performed analyses on
power quality and production cost of passive filters using
Ant Colony algorithms [13]. Last but not least, researches
have been conducted to regulate the power factor while
eliminate harmonics [14].
In this study, by using MATLAB/Simulink, a PPF
was designed and a harmonic analysis was performed for
an industrial power system with GSA. First, harmonic
values that disrupted the system were identified. Then,
appropriate PPFs were designed for those harmonics
using the proposed GSA method, and each one was
applied to the system. The filter’s effects on the harmonic
disruptions were examined. Results show that our design
conforms to the IEEE-519-1992 standard.
2

Passive power filters

PPFs are composed of R-L-C components. The
underlying idea behind the PPFs is to determine the L and
C values such that the filters reach their resonances at the
level of frequency of the undesired harmonic components
[1, 4]. Fig. 1 shows the circuit configurations regarding
the passive filters [16].
Single-tuned passive filters provide a low impedance
path to suppress harmonic currents effectively [6, 7].
Calculation of impedance of the filter is given in Eq. (1)
[6].
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Z = R + j ⋅ w⋅ L −
.
w
⋅C 


(1)

inversely proportional to the mass of the object. This
condition is represented by Eq. (7) where a is acceleration
[20, 22, 23].
F = G⋅
a=

Figure 1 Passive tuned (a, b) and passive high pass power filters (c, d, e)
[16]

XL and XC represent capacitor and inductor reactance
at the main frequency respectively.The Qf value is
computed as given in Eq. (2) [4, 18, 19].
Qf =

VS 2
.
XC − XL

(2)

The filter’s inductive and capacitive reactances for
the n-th harmonic are calculated using Eq. (3) [4, 17, 18].
Xo = n⋅ XL =

XC
X
, X L = 2C .
n
n

(3)

VS 2
1

X C ⋅ 1 − 2
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.

(4)
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Xo
.
R

(5)

Gravitational search algorithm

According to Newton's law of gravity, there is a force
of gravity between every object pair in the universe.
Objects attract each other by the gravity force. The
principle says that two particles attract each other with
forces directly proportional to the product of their masses
divided by the square of the distance between them.This
condition is represented by Eq. (6) where F is the force in
Newtons, m1 and m2 are the masses of the masses in
kilograms, G is the gravitational constant, and R is the
distance between the masses in meters [20, 22, 23].
Newton's second law can be expressed as a mathematical
formula for the amount of force needed to accelerate an
object.The change in acceleration is directly proportional
to the magnitude of the force applied to the object and
344
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(6)

,

(7)

Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) is a new
optimization algorithm. GSA works on the basis of
Newton’s law of gravity. GSA is proposed by Rashedi et
al [20 ÷ 24].
GSA can be considered as isolated masses system.
This system fits Newton's laws of gravity and motion. In
the Newton law of gravity, each mass attracts every other
mass with a gravitational force that is defined by Eq. (6).
Masses are defined to find the best solution in GSA. GSA
simulates a set of masses that behave as point masses in
an N-dimensional search space. According to this
algorithm masses are defined as objects. Every object
represents a solution of the problem. Heavy masses
corresponding to the best solution, move more slowly
than lighter ones [20 ÷ 24].
In GSA, position of each mass in search space is a
point in space and is taken in account as a solution to the
problem. This position was given in Eq. (8). The masses
initialize the positions of the N number of masses where
dimension and N is the space dimension. vid also
represents the velocity of each mass as given by Eq. (9)
[20 ÷ 24].

X i = x1i , x i2 ,......, x id ,......, x in ; i = 1, 2, 3,......, N ,

Q in Eq. (5) refers to the quality factor and
determines the sharpness of the filter setting. In this
respect, the filters may be low Q-type or high Q-type
filter. Single-tuned filter quality factor is given by Eq. (5).
Typical values of quality factor vary between 30 and 100
[1, 18, 19].

Q=

F
.
m

m1 ⋅ m2

X id represents the positions of the ith mass in the dth

The filter size is obtained by Eq. (4) [4, 17, 18]

Qf =
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Vi =

v1i , v i2 ,......, v id

,......, v in ; i

= 1, 2, 3,......, N .

(8)
(9)

Taking into account other mass fitness values, each
mass fitness value is calculated according to Eq. (10) and
Eq. (11) where Mi(t) represents the ith mass of t time and
fiti (t ) is also fitness value of the ith mass, best(t) and
worst(t) fitness of all masses. According to the type of
optimization problem, these values change as minimum or
maximum [20 ÷ 24].

mi (t ) =
M i (t ) =

fit i (t ) − worst (t )
,
best (t ) − worst (t )
mi (t )

N

∑ j =1 m j (t )

G (t ) = G (t 0 ) ⋅ e

−k ⋅

t
T

.

,

(10)
(11)

(12)

Eq. (12) calculates gravitational constant G(t) in time
t. T is number of iterations, G(t0) initial value of
gravitational constant, t also refers to the moment of
iteration [20-24].
Fijd is a force acting on mass i from mass j at dth

dimension and tth iteration is computed as Eq. (13)
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where, mpi(t), maj(t) active and passive masses
respectively, at iteration tRij(t) is the Euclidian distance
between two masses ith and jth at iteration t. ε is a small
constant [20 ÷ 24].
Fijd = G (t ) ⋅

m pi (t ) ⋅ maj (t )
Rij (t ) + s

(

)

⋅ x dj (t ) − x dj (t ) .

(13)

bar graph. Measurement point is PCC bus which is
demonstrated in Fig. 3. The current values are total
current values which are obtained from PCC bus. All the
harmonic values are RMS values which are obtained from
power gui in MATLAB simulink. Additionally, Fig. 5
shows the current and voltage wave shapes of the system.
Grid

The total force acting on mass i in the dimension d is
calculated by Eq. (14) where randj is a random number in
the interval [0,1] Eq. (15). Find the acceleration of mass i
in the d-th dimension [20 ÷ 24].

Fid = Σ JN ∈ N , j ≠ i rand j ⋅ Fiid (t ),
a id (t ) =

Fi d
.
M i (t )

154 kV
154 kV/10.5 kV
Dyn11

(14)

Distribution
Line
PCC bus (10.5 kV)
(Measurement point)

(15)

M

Velocity and position vectors for each mass i are
recalculated for the new iteration according to Eq. (16)
and Eq. (17). [20 ÷ 24, 26].

xid (t + 1) = rand i ⋅ x(t ) + vid (t + 1).

Figure 3 Power System where PPF is to be adopted

(16)
(17)

By using Eqs. (10) to (17), position and velocity
values for each mass are calculated repeatedly until it
reaches the number of iteration [26]. GSA flowchart is
given in Fig. 2 [24, 25].
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Figure 2 Flowchart of GSA

In this study, we used MATLAB/Simulink to model
our system given in Fig. 3 [3]. The initial power factor
prior to the PPF adopted is 0,82 [3]. Tab. 1 lists the
harmonic values before the PPF application [3]. As seen
in Tab.1, the disturbance rates in the harmonic currents
are 13,2 % . Fig. 4 illustrates the harmonic currents as a
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Figure 5(a) Current and (b) Voltage waves shapes prior to PPF
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The Simulink model is shown in Fig. 6. Nonlinear
loads were modelled by current sources. Motor loads
were modelled as impedance loads [3, 4, 6].

Figure 6 Simulink Model of the studied power system

5

Solution

Because the passive filters use reactive power
compensation at the base frequency, the system’s reactive
power needs must first be identified [1, 6, 7]. Eq. (14)
computes the reactive power needs where Qc is 2100
kVAr [6].
Qc = P ⋅ (tanθ1 − tanθ 2 ) .

(14)

Power factor value will be increased from 0,82 to
0,95 and the required capacitor’s reactance value is
computed by Eq. (15) [6, 17, 18].
Xc =

Vs 2
.
Qc

(15)

The filter’s reactance at its resonance level is
computed using Eq. (15). According to industrial power
systems’ short circuit/Load current ratio the IEEE 5191992 standard requires the harmonic current threshold to
be 5 % [3, 15]. Nevertheless, total harmonic current value
is observed to be 13,2 % and is given in Tab. 1. It is
assumed that the industrial power system runs under full
load. The Simulink model in Fig. 6 was used, and the
Method
Without filter
TAE
GSA

Method
Without filter
TAE
GSA
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H
5th
7th
5th
7th
H
5th
7th
11th
5th
7th
11th

Qf (kVAr)
1410
690
1448,3
630,1
Qf (kVAr)
1510
710
380
1652,8
508,3
402,2
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filters were determined based on the obtained harmonic
current values. First, analyses with various power factors
were conducted for the 5th and 7th harmonic amplitudes.
Then, the same analysis was repeated for the 5th, 7th, and
11th harmonics. In the first stage of the study, the filters
were designed by TAE so as to draw the least amount of
current. The design was repeated using GSA. For the risk
of harmonic problems with power system harmonic
values are taken lower than the harmonic order such as 5th
=4,8th, it corresponds to 4 % of harmonic. The reactive
power values are obtained according to this resonance
setting. The results are given in Tabs. 2, 3 and 4. The aim
is to minimize the Point of Common Coupling (PCC)
current’s effective value, as expressed by the objective
function in Eq. (16), when running GSA. This is the linecurrent value least affected by harmonics. While the
algorithms are running, the filters’ reactive power values
are taken with variable constraints such as given by Eq.
(17). In addition, the system’s power factor is added to the
algorithm with the constraint given by Eq. (18).

FF = min( ΣI PCC ),

(16)

Qcmin ≤ Q

≤ Qcmax ,

Qcmin ≤ Q

≤ Qcmax ,

Qcmin ≤ Q

≤ Qcmax ,

5 th
7 th

11th

(17)

cosϕ min ≤ cosϕ ≤ cosϕ max .

(18)

We observed that 5th and 7th harmonics have the
highest currents. So, we used them as the base to design
the filters. In similar studies utilizing GSA, first case, it
was determined that the 5th and 7th harmonics have the
highest currents, and then filters were applied to these
harmonics. After the filters were applied to the system,
the resulting harmonic amplitudes, harmonic current and
harmonic voltage values, and power factor values are
displayed in Tab. 2. As seen in Tab. 2, the PCC current
value drops in a filter less system from 363,9 A to 318,5 A
When we had a system with the power factor of 0,952 and
the reactive power of 2100 kVAr. Current and voltage
harmonics values without a filter are measured as 13,2 %
and 5,49 % respectively.

Table 2 Harmonic analysis with filter in first case

5
34,00

7
24,16

11
14,99

13
13,03

17
9,77

19
8,49

THDv (%)
5,49

TDD (%)
13,2

PF
0,82

318,5

10,23

4,84

9,43

8,56

6,65

5,82

3,01

6,03

0,952

318,8

9,89

5,20

9,59

8,68

6,73

5,89

3,05

6,05

0,951

1
363,9

Table 3 Harmonic analysis with filter in second case

5
34,00

7
24,16

11
14,99

13
13,03

17
9,77

19
8,49

THDv (%)
5,49

TDD (%)
13,2

PF
0,82

312,4

9,92

5,03

1,59

5,17

4,9

4,41

1,98

4,49

0,974

312,8

9,01

6,27

1,59

5,28

5,0

4,5

2,02

4,48

0,972

1
363,9
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With a filter using GSA, we measured lower values as
6,05 % and 3,05 %. We measured these values where the
power factor was 0,951 and the reactive power was 2078
kVAr. Nevertheless, these reduced values are above the
IEEE standard values. Because of the constraints,
According to the IEEE 519-1992 standards, harmonic
currents must be 5 % or less. We repeated the process by
increasing the reactive power value to 2600 kVAr and
redesigned filters for 5th, 7th, and 11th harmonics. Because
appropriate values were not obtained in the filter study
with the 5th and 7th harmonics, the process was repeated.
In this second case simulation, the filters were distributed
as seen in Tab. 3 1510, 710 and 380 kVAr for TAE and
redesigned filters for 5th, 7th, and 11th harmonics. Then, we
provided the results obtained by both traditional and GSA
methods in Tab. 3 and showed the changes in the
objective function with each iteration in Fig. 7.

increasing the reactive power value to 3100 kVAr and
redesigning filters for the 5th, 7th, and 11th harmonics.
Because individual harmonic value of the 17th harmonic
does not comply with IEEE standard. The changes in the
objective function with each iteration when the GSA was
run are shown in Fig. 9. According to Tab. 5, the PCC
current value dropped from 363,9 A to 308,8 A against
filterless system with GSA. The power factor was 0,9889.
Harmonic current and voltage values without a filter were
13,2 % and 5,49 % respectively. With a filter using GSA,
the measured, lower values were 4,06 % and 1,84 %.
These reduced values are in compliance with the IEEE
standards [15].

Figure 9 Changes in the GSA objective function with each iteration
(for 3100 kVAr and 5th, 7th and 11th harmonics)
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Figure7 Changes in the GSA objective function with each iteration
(for 2600 kVAr 5th, 7th and 11th harmonics)
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Figure 10 Bar graphic of current after the last designed PPF with GSA
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Figure 8 Current wave (a) and (b) voltage wave shapes after PPF with
GSA

When we wanted to destroy the 5th, 7th, and 11th,
harmonics, current and voltage harmonics values without
a filter were measured as 13,2 % and 5,49 % respectively.
With a filter using GSA, we measured lower values as
4,48 % and 2,02 %. We measured these values where the
power factor was 0,972. Those reduced values are in
compliance with the IEEE standards. In this case, with the
proposed GSA the results of current and voltage wave
shapes are shown in Fig. 8. The process was repeated by
Tehnički vjesnik 22, 2(2015), 343-349
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Current and voltage wave shapes with GSA filters are
displayed in Fig. 11. Current and voltage wave shapes are
seen to be better, after the filters were applied to the 5th,
7th and 11th harmonics, than with a filterless system. Tab.
4 gives the filter parameters obtained as a result of last
GSA filter design study. Fig. 10 shows the bar graphic of
harmonic current magnitudes after the last GSA based
filter was applied. Also the individual current magnitudes
of system with the last designed PPF based on GSA are in
compliance with IEEE 1519-1992 standard. When
reactive power constraints were given properly the IEEE
Method
Without filter
TAE
GSA

6

H
5th
7th
11th
5th
7th
11th

Qf (kVAr)
1800
900
400
1835,3
800,4
419,9

Table 4 Thefilter parameters obtained as a result of GSA

Methods
TAE
GSA

Filter Parameters
5th
7th
11th
5th
7th
11th

Table 5 Harmonic analysis with filter in third case

R/Ω
0,1334
0,1840
0,2571
0,1308
0,2070
0,2452

L/H
0,0088
0,0086
0,0076
0,0087
0,0097
0,0072

C/F
4,9717e−005
2,5436e−005
1,1462e−005
5,0682e−005
2,2609e−005
1,2019e−005

5
34,00

7
24,16

11
14,99

13
13,03

17
9,77

19
8,49

THDv (%)
5,49

TDD (%)
13,2

PF
0,82

308,6

8,70

4,08

1,56

4,92

4,62

4,16

1,84

4,07

0,99

308,8

8,49

4,47

1,51

4,89

4,63

4,17

1,84

4,06

0,9889

Conclusion
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